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Be aut i fully C r a f ted
De von shire C iders
We are The Lyme Bay Cider Co; a small, dedicated West Country
company passionate about producing delicious award-winning
ciders from our home in Devon’s beautiful Axe Valley.
•

On-trade only brand - Not available in any supermarkets or high street chains
•

30 Litre keg • Bar runners & glassware available to support.

Tasting notes
This pale golden sparkling cider has a clean
crisp bite, with a beautiful bittersweet finish.
Alongside the intense apple flavours there
are notes of cloves, orange and dried grass.

££5587..7250

Tasting notes
A refreshing, crisp and clean sparkling
fruit cider bursting with ripe cherry
flavours and hints of almond.

££7775..3350

FRONT COVER FEATURE
SALCOMBE DEVON

On a beautiful day in July 2011, John Tiner and his wife Gerry were in the process of moving house from from Surrey to Hope Cove, near Salcombe, where they had spent their family
holidays for the previous 35 years. As they walked through the village Gerry suggested that they had a drink on the terrace of a local hotel before lunch. When the owner bought John a
pint of his Shingle Bay he explained that the brewery had been experiencing problems and could close leaving the area without a local brewery. John was distraught. He had enjoyed the
breweries refreshing, clean, hoppy ales for a number of years. Such was John’s passion for cask ale he decided to buy the brewery to save the brand and the beer! Since then John has
had a vision to create a new larger brewery business which engages the natural beauty of the area, with new high quality beers and marques and to showcase them under The Salcombe
Brewery company. The new Salcombe Brewery, which is under construction , will be a unique concept based on a decommissioned water reservoir utilising the ambient temperature of
the underground facility and solar heating, making the brewery as energy efficient as possible. The brewhouse, to be built on the footprint of the reservoir near Kingsbridge, overlooking
the Salcombe Ria and the beautiful South Hams, will be a great place for both local and visiting customers to enjoy.

DEVON AMBER

SALCOMBE GOLD

SEAHORSE

ABV: 3.8%
Colour: Amber
Hops: First Gold, Chinook. Bramling
Cross, Cascade

ABV: 4.2%
Colour: Gold
Hops: Amarillo, Citra,
Challenger, Chinook

ABV: 4.4%
Colour: Deep Gold
Hops: Goldings, Bramling Cross,
Spalt

Amber in colour with a dry hoppy
aroma and flavour with a malty finish.

A light refreshing Straw coloured
ale, made with North American
hops, to give a wonderful hop
aroma and taste, with a long
hoppy finish.

A delightfully smooth drinking ale
with a spicy hop character.

£78.40

£75.70

£82.50

FEATURED BREWERIES
MORDUE TYNE & WEAR
PANDA FROG PILS
ABV: 4.7% Appearance: Straw
Hops: Saaz, Sterling

CORNSIH CROWN CORNWALL
£87.40

GOLDEN CROWN

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Golden
Hops: UK Admiral, Goldings, US Summit

£82.50

A Czech style pilsner with a herbal grassy aroma and a fruity citrus
undertone.

A hoppy Golden ale hopped with UK Admiral, Goldings and US Summit
hops.

THE FIFTH PANDA

SPA (SPECIAL PALE ALE)

ABV: 5.7% Appearance: Straw
Hops: Equinox, Waimea, Chinook, Citra

£91.10

WELBECK ABBEY NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
£78.70

ABV: 3.6% Appearance: Gold
Hops: Hallertau, Brewers Gold, Challenger, Cascade
Refreshing delicate Golden ale with floral and grassy notes.

HARLEY

HERITAGE BREWING STAFFORDSHIRE
ST MODWEN
£72.90
ABV: 4.2% Appearance: Blonde
Hops: Cascade, Centennial
A crisp and refreshing Blonde beer, not to bitter with a subtle malted
wheat buscuit taste. The Patron Saint of Burton upon Trent St Modwen
was a 7th Century nun.

£84.10

ABV: 4.3% Appearance: Pale
Hops: Hallertau, Brewers Gold, Cascade, Challenger, Motueka
Lightly citrus pale ale.

£89.40

Pale Gold in colour, strong yet easy drinking, with medium to strong
bitterness. Made with pale malt, Summit bettering hops with Hallertau
Mittlefruh and Pilgrim aroma hops give a strong citrus finish.

Double dry hopped IPA.

HENRIETTA

ABV: 4.8% Appearance: Pale Gold
Hops: Summit, Hallertau Mittlefruh, Pilgrim

CHARRINGTON IPA

£77.00

ABV: 4.5% Appearance: Dark Copper
Hops: Challenger
A malty aroma with resinous English hop notes. It has a pleasant hoppy
bite leading to a smooth malty flavour.
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GUEST

BEERS
SALOPIAN SHROPSHIRE
TIME MACHINE

£79.90

TWSTED WILTSHIRE
URBAN LEGEND

£78.40

ABV: 4.3% Colour: Light Amber
Hops: Citra

ABV: 3.9% Colour: Golden
Hops: Australian Cascade, Mosaic

Inspired by Bankys in Bristol, pale ale using the finest ale malts including
a dark Munich seasoned with the spectacular Citra hop, imported from the
Yakima Valley in the USA. Expect a great citrus lick on this smooth base.

A tart refreshing quaffable beer with tropical fruit and Pineapple cubes
rolling across a clean crisp palate.

SALOPIAN SHROPSHIRE

GLOUCESTER GLOUCESTERSHIRE

RED HERRING

CASCADE

ABV: 4.7% Colour: Red
Hops: Citra, Centennial

ABV: 4.2% Colour: Amber
Hops: Bramling Cross, Jester, Cascade

£87.40

£76.60

Fruit overtones fall across the palate off this vibrant Red ale. Hints of
malt temper a fruity aroma that leads to a powerful hop filled finish.

SALOPIAN SHROPSHIRE

Amber, Malty and Bitter. A best bitter, full bodied fruity and bitter taste
with aromas of bold spicy and floral hops.

FUZZY DUCK LANCASHIRE

THE BENDS

MUCKY DUCK

ABV: 5.2% Colour: Golden
Hops: Citra

ABV: 4.0% Colour: Dark
Hops: Target, Northern Brewer

£92.20

£72.20

A fresh field of Grapefruit and tropical fruit cascade across the
tastebuds and descend to a long fruit filled finish.

SALOPIAN SHROPSHIRE

Dark stout, slightly sweet with chocolate and coffee notes from the roasted
malt.

BACKYARD WEST MIDLANDS

FLASHBACK

NO. 3 SCOTCH ALE

ABV: 6.0% Colour: Golden
Hops: Equinox, Simcoe

ABV: 5.0% Colour: Pale Gold
Hops: East Kent Goldings

£99.70

£86.00

A beautiful array of Mango and Pine trip across the senses of this
hop laden IPA. The aroma is fresh and inviting and the finish is dry
and juicy.

BLACK HOLE STAFFORDSHIRE

No 3 : Scotch Pale Ale with Big Character. 1074 OG for big mouth
feel EKG in abundance imparts herbal, Orange character 5.0% ABV
1st NEW brew for 2017.

DARK STAR WEST SUSSEX

MILKY WAY

HOPHEAD MOSAIC

ABV: 6.0% Colour: Pale
Hops: Northern Brewer, Styrian Bobek

ABV: 3.8% Colour: Golden
Hops: Cascade, Mosaic

£89.40

£82.90

A pale wheat beer. Honey and Banana nose advises the sweet taste
but not the sweet, dry spicy finish from this wheat beer.

DERVENTIO DERBYSHIRE

A new take on our classic Hophead using Mosaic hops.

KELHAM ISLAND SOUTH YORKSHIRE

CLEOPATRA

AVIATOR

ABV: 5.0% Colour: Golden
Hops: First Gold

ABV: 4.1% Colour: Golden
Hops: Bobek, East Kent Goldings, Fuggles

£82.50

A complex beer rounded off with First Gold hops and a hint of
Apricot.
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£83.90

A Golden bitter, a style of ale once extremely popular in Sheffield.
Brewed with the finest English malts and a blend of British and
Slovenian hops, to give a smooth, yet pleasantly bitter palate with a
floral/herbal aroma.

T 01384 374050 E enquiries@thebrewerswholesale.co.uk www.thebrewerswholesale.co.uk
Allergy information for all products sold within this programme is available upon request.

GUEST

BEERS
SADLERS WEST MIDLANDS

FIXED WHEEL WEST MIDLANDS
SINGLE SPEED KASBEK

HELI HOPPER

£86.90

£77.40

ABV: 4.5% Colour: Pale
Hops: Kasbek

ABV: 3.8% Colour: Pale
Hops: Citra, Chinook

Single Speed Single Hop! pale ale brewed with Czech hop Kazbek, a mixture of kettle
hopping and a big dry hop lets this high Alpha hop really shine, big grapefruit and citrus
lemon flavours sit on top of our classic maris otter malt base.

Pale ale, with crisp and zesty character. Brewed with pure american
citrus hops. For every pint sold, Sadlers donate 5p towards Midlands Air
Ambulance.

ELLAND WEST YORKSHIRE

GREEN DUCK WEST MIDLANDS
BEAT THE DEVIL £84.30

JARILO

ABV: 5.0% Colour: Black
Hops: Perle, Columbus

£77.00

A pleasant sweetness partners well with roasted specialist malt
creating a dark and satisifying brew.

ABV: 4.1% Colour: Light Golden
Hops: American Jarilo, Summit

DYNAMITE LADY £84.30

Named after the Slavic god of fertlity and Spring time, a
refreshing light Golden ale made with English pale wheat and
Munic malts. Well hopped to give a spicy fruity flavour and
aroma with hints of Pear and Banana.

ABV: 5.0% Colour: Pale
Hops: Sorachi Ace, Mosaic, Ahtanum

A super light malt base showcases perfectly two of our favourite
hops, Sorachi Ace & Mosaic. A tantalising lemon and floral nose
draws the drinker in. Bright flavours of mango, papaya, coconut and
lemongrass combine in this fresh IPA.

FLOOR STOCKED

CASK ALES

New addition to our core range, a bright golden ale brewed with
maris otter, lager malt and wheat, a balanced body with a slight
sweetness is then blasted with magnum, centennial and citra hops,
giving layers of citrus and lemon, big fruity long lasting finish.

SHROPSHIRE GOLD
ABV: 3.8% Colour: Golden

Golden, with a floral aroma and a full hoppy flavour that is
balanced by a crisp dry maltiness and a rich finish.

£73.90

ORACLE

ABV: 4.0% Colour: Straw

Oracle is a crisp, sparklingly sunflower gold ale with a
striking hop profile. Dry and refreshing with a long citrus
aromatic finish.

£76.00

DARWIN’S ORIGIN

ABV: 4.3% Colour: Copper

A copper coloured beer that evolves with a pronounced
hop character which leads to a refined malt finish.

£81.45

ELEGANT BRIGHT GOLD FRAGRANT
FLORAL BOUQUET

LEMON DREAM

ABV: 4.5% Colour: Bright Gold

A shimmering golden ale that is brewed using organic
lemons which adds beautifully subtle zesty aromas and a
citrus filled fruity finish.

£84.35

HOP TWISTER

ABV: 4.5% Colour: Gold

The palate is fresh, piercing and focused, with soft malt overtones
and pronounced citrus flavours. A strong focus of taut, lemony,
grapefruit on the finish which is balanced by a dry bitterness.

£84.35

GOLDEN THREAD

ABV: 5.0% Colour: Light Golden

A bright gold ale, using wheat and lager malt and flavoured
with an infusion of aroma hops. Clean and crisp to the
palate with a hint of sweetness and a long fruit filled finish.

£91.00

T 01384 374050 E enquiries@thebrewerswholesale.co.uk www.thebrewerswholesale.co.uk
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DUCK & COVER
£75.65
DUCK BLONDE
£77.35
DUCK UNDER
£79.10
DUCK & DIVE
£91.95

BEER BREWED IN THE BLACK COUNTRY...
CHAIN REACTION
PALE ALE. ABV 4.2%
A chain reaction of ingredients
brings this Pale ale brewed
with an English base malt and
two big American hops giving
orange and citrus flavours, a
chain makers session dream.

NO BRAKES IPA.
ABV 5.9%

BLACKHEATH
STOUT. ABV 5%
Full Bodied fruity stout
dedicated to the home of
our Blackheath Brewery,
brewed with New Zealand
and English hops to give an
Oaky bitterness and a dark
fruits finish.

Inspired by the fixed wheel couriers
of the west coast, this American
inspired IPA has no brakes and is
packed full of classic American
hops delivering upfront fruity citrus
flavours, English malts add some
balance to the hops
with a touch of
sweetness.

£84.25

CENTURY GOLD
ABV 4.8%
A bright golden ale brewed with
Maris otter, lager malt and wheat,
a balanced body with a slight
sweetness is then blasted with
magnum, centennial and citra
hops, giving layers of citrus and
lemon, big fruity
long lasting
finish, just the
job after a
100 mile ride.

£91.10

£98.85

...love to ride, love to brew
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Smoked Oat Stout
Colour: Black
Hops: Slovenian
£94.00
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Floral hoppy
flavours up front,
leading into a dry
spicy bitterness
on the back.

Welsh Red Ale
Colour: Red
Hops: American
£91.50
Citrus & tropical fruit
dominate the taste
with caramel malts
that balance the
moderate bitterness.
Drinkability & balance
makes this beer.
(Pronounced butch but with a C)

Gol

Pale Ale
Colour: Golden
Hops: American
£89.90

io

Tiny IPA
Colour: Golden
Hops: American
£89.90
This Tiny IPA is brewed
using the Mosaic hop,
giving you big tropical
hits of flavours and
aromas that you're more
used to finding in a typical
IPA. This is a session beer
made the Tiny Rebel way.

£89.40

s
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2013

Complex, dark, with
hints of smokiness
and perfume aromas.
A blend of 9 malts
matched up with a
firmly hopped back
bone.
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FLOOR STOCKED

CASK ALES
TIMOTHY TAYLOR’S BOLTMAKER
£90.85

MILLSTONE TRUE GRIT
£82.15

ABV: 4.0% Colour: Amber
Hops: Fuggles, Goldings, Styrian Goldings

ABV: 5.0% Colour: Blonde
Hops: Chinook

A well-balanced, genuine Yorkshire Bitter, with a full measure of maltiness
and hoppy aroma - Boltmaker is first choice for the discerning drinker - on
both sides of the Pennines.

A very pale and hoppy strong ale. Well hopped using only the Chinook hop;
the mellow bitters make way for a distinctive citrus/grapefruit aroma.

DARKSTAR HOPHEAD
£80.65

CASTLE ROCK HARVEST PALE
£79.99
ABV: 3.8% Colour: Blonde
Hops: Centennial, Cascade, Chinook

ABV: 3.8% Colour: Pale Golden
Hops: Cascade
An extremely clean-drinking pale gold coloured ale with a strong floral aroma
and Elderflower notes. This beer is full-bodied despite its very quaffable
strength and dryness.

Harvest Pale is brewed with a gently-kilned malt, and an aromatic blend of
American hops added during the brewing process gives this 3.8% alc pale
beer exceptional poise. Its distinct hop flavour leads to a crisp finish.

THORNBRIDGE JAIPUR
£102.50

TIMOTHY TAYLOR’S LANDLORD
£99.40

ABV: 5.9% Colour: Pale Golden
Hops: Warrior, Chinook, Centennial, Ahtanum

ABV: 4.3% Colour: Amber
Hops: Fuggles, Goldings, Styrian Goldings

The immediate impression of this mult-award winning beer is soft and
smooth and this builds to a crescendo of massive hopiness accentuated by
honey. An enduring bitter finish.

Refreshingly reliable, nationally renowned, this full drinking Pale Ale with a
complex and hoppy aroma has real “Pulling Power” and stands out in any
bar as the ideal regular.

MILLSTONE TIGER RUT
£73.90

SKINNER’S BETTY STOGS
£79.90

ABV: 4.0% Colour: Straw
Hops: Chinook

ABV: 4.0% Colour: Copper
Hops: Northdown, Styrian Goldings

A very pale and hoppy ale. Using only the Chinook hop, mellow bitterness
makes way for a distinctive citrus/grapefruit aroma.

Light hop aroma with underlying malt. Easy drinking copper ale with a
superb balance of citrus hops, malt and bitterness. Bitter finish is slow to
develop but long to fade.

£81.75

KELHAM ISLAND PALE RIDER

PURPLE MOOSE SNOWDONIA ALE
£76.15

ABV: 5.2% Colour: Straw
Hops: Willamette

ABV: 3.8% Colour: Golden Pale Ale
Hops: Pioneer, Styrian Goldings, Lubelski

Forged from the finest Maris Otter malt and a special blend of American
hops. The nose is of fresh citrus and berry fruits with a smooth juicy malt
character and deceptively moreish finish that belies its strength.

A delightfully refreshing pale ale brewed with Pale and Crystal malt with a
delicate combination of Pioneer, Styrian Goldings and Lubelski hops.

DARKSTAR AMERICAN PALE ALE
£92.60

SARAH HUGHES DARK RUBY MILD
£93.00

ABV: 4.7% Colour: Golden
Hops: Cascade, Centenniel, Chinook

ABV: 6.0% Colour: Dark
Hops: Goldings, Fuggles

Brewed with American West Coast style yeast. The low coloured Maris Otter
provides a perfect light colour and dryness to compliment the crisp taste and
full aroma of the hops.

Dark, ruby coloured ale with a complex blend of fruit and hops leading to a
pleasant lingering hops and malt finish.

HOLDEN’S GOLDEN GLOW
£84.50

PURPLE MOOSE GLASLYN ALE
£83.20

ABV: 4.4% Colour: Golden
Hops: Fuggles

ABV: 4.2% Colour: Golden
Hops: Hallertau

An 18ct gold, golden ale with subtle yet fragrant hop aromas, a moreish
gentle sweetness and an almost citrus like pleasant bitter finish.

A golden coloured fruity best bitter with a well-balanced hoppy finish from
the Hallertau hops.

EXMOOR GOLD
£83.85

SKINNERS CORNISH KNOCKER
£87.10

ABV: 4.5% Colour: Golden
Hops: Goldings, Challenger, Celeia, Fuggles

ABV: 4.5% Colour: Golden
Hops: Northdown, Celeia

The original ‘single malt’ traditional ale. Golden in colour with a malty aroma
and flavour, a slight sweetness is complemented by its long hopiness
resulting in a remarkable, well rounded beer.

It is a Golden beer refreshing and full of life with delicate floral hops
throughout. The floral nose transfers perfectly into a light citrus taste.
With delicate pine bitterness and a mild biscuit finish.

ADDITIONAL BEERS AVAILABLE FROM ALL FLOOR STOCKED BREWERIES BY REQUEST
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BAG IN BOX

CIDERS

SKORPION SOMERSET

BARBOURNE WORCESTERSHIRE

SKORPION

£48.95

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Black Taste: Medium Sweet

HOPPED CIDER

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Meduim Dry

£56.00

Inspired by American IPA, we have managed to combine the Citrus and floral
flavours of aroma hops with our traditional Worcestershsire cider to achieve a
unique flavour profile.

Within the full bodied medium sweet taste there are strong fruity overtones,
laced with the luscious aromas of summer - and with a sting in the tail.

CELTIC MARCHES HEREFORD
£37.80

THUNDERING MOLLY

ABV: 5.2% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

GOLDEN DROP

ABV: 5.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

Well rounded medium cider.Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple aroma.Gorgeous
golden colour and a well balanced finish.

£42.00

Golden Drop is a refreshing medium cider made from Worcestershire cider apples
blended with Red Falstaff dessert fruit, for a fruity finish.

SLACK ALICE

ABV: 4.6% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Dry

£39.20

A medium well rounded yet a little tart 4.6% cider drier than Thundering
Molly – still mellow with a very slight tart finish.

CRIMSON KING

£42.00

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium Dry

LILY THE PINK

Crimson King is a traditional medium dry cloudy cider made from bittersweet cider
apples that were picked and pressed in Worcestershire. It has a lovely soft tannin
finish and is medium to dry on the palate.

PAINTED LADY

ABV: 5.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£44.80

ABV: 4.5% Appearance: Pink Taste: Medium Sweet

A medium fruity cider, gorgeous pink colour made from 100% cider apples
on our Herefordshire farm. Intense fruity aroma, very drinkable!!!

£51.80

RUBY TUESDAY

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

Painted Lady Perry is a refreshing drink made only from the juice of freshly pressed
perry pears. It is medium sweet to taste and light and fruity with some pleasing
citrus notes.

£56.00

A 100% Herefordshire Cider liberally imparted with British Raspberry Juice.
Gorgeous colour and a wonderful taste of fresh raspberries and cider.
Lovely aroma of crushed raspberries and apples on the nose.

FARMER JIM’S DEVON
STRAWBERRY

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Red Taste: Medium Dry

£56.00

Barbourne Strawberry Cider is deliciously fruity and bursting with the flavours of
Summer. It is light, pink and refreshing. Perhaps a little to easy too drink!

ABV: 5.6% Appearance: Clear Taste: Dry

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£39.20

A full bodied cider, bursting with appley flavour.

£39.20

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Sweet

A spicy mix of real West Country cider, fresh ginger and tart raspberry...
lovely and refreshing.

£49.00

Our original Craftsman cider is the connoisseur’s favourite. Medium dry
and full of fresh flavour.

WILD SUMMER

ABV: 7.4% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

ROOTIN TOOTIN

KENTISH PIP KENT
CRAFTSMEN

COPPER TOP

£60.90

Watch the flowers bloom with a chilled glass of Wild Summer cider,
perfect for those hot, hazy evenings.

FARMYARD
PERRY
ABV: 4.5% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£42.00

A clear, medium perry made with real perry pears! Mellow and delicately
flavoured.

RHUBARD BOB

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Hazy Taste: Medium

£47.60

This gorgeous coloured cider is one of the most popular and different
sweet ciders you can get – medium tangy rhubarb blended with a gentle
vanilla sweetness. Like a liquid version of rhubarb crumble and ice cream.

FARMYARD FRUITS

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£47.60

A pale, refreshingly fruity blended cider. Full of the joys of summer!
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BAG IN BOX

CIDERS
HAIRY FERRET
APRICOT

GWYNT Y DDRAIG PONTYPRIDD
HAPPY DAZE

ABV: 4.5% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£45.00

Fruity, apple aroma, well balanced finish. A light and very easy to drink
medium cider.

FARMHOUSE
SCRUMPY

£48.00

£55.25

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Blonde Taste: Medium Sweet

Medium sweet scrumpy which oozes the lingering flavour of soft ripe
fruit.

HAIRY FERRET
BLACKCURRANT

£55.25

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Dark Taste: Medium Sweet

Medium sweet scrumpy bursting with the tangy full flavour and heady
aroma of the hedgerow fruit.

ABV: 5.3% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium
Golden medium cider with a refreshing apple aroma. Smooth balanced
flavour that has a fresh, crisp sharpness.

BLACK DRAGON

LILLEYS SOMERSET

£49.84

ABV: 7.2% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Dry

Matured in oak barrels to produce a cider rich in colour, body and flavour
with a fresh fruity aroma.

RED RABBIT

£43.40

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium Dry
A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with apple flavour.

FIERY FOX

ABV: 6.5% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£51.49

Golden medium cider with a refreshing apple aroma. Smooth balanced
flavour that has a fresh sharpness. Contains sulphites.

CRAZY GOAT

ABV: 6.8% Taste: Medium Sweet

DOG DANCER

£51.49

£43.40

A medium sweet mix of perry and cider expertly blended, giving it a mouthwatering juicy flavour.

ABV: 6.5% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Dry

We all have that one friend who thinks they can dance but really just looks
like a hyperactive dog! This smooth crisp cider is in admiration to all those
friends out there. It is a light straw coloured cider with a medium dry,
slightly sharp characteristic. Contains sulphites.

PYDER

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

BEE STING PERRY

£51.88

ABV: 7.5% Appearance: Clear Taste: Sweet

£43.40

Sweet but incredibly refreshing with a glorious fresh tasting pear flavour and
wonderful pear aroma.

An out of the ordinary blend of apple and pear juice fermented and matured
in wood.

WILD DOG

HAIRY FERRET
HAIRY FERRET

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

ABV: 7.5% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium

£43.40

A traditional vintage cider left alone to ferment and mature, creating a more wild
and rustic cider, then sweetened back to medium.

£40.60

STRAWBERRY

Produced exclusively for The Brewers Wholesale this clear, scrumpy style
cider is made from a blend of apple varieties giving it a well-rounded taste.

£53.00

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Sweet

Sweet but incredibly refreshing with a glorious fresh tasting pear flavour and
wonderful pear aroma.

HAIRY FERRET
CHERRY

£55.25

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Red Taste: Medium Sweet

Traditional scrumpy cider blended with cherry juice giving a medium
sweet, very moreish cider with a distinct taste of maraschino cherries.

MANGO

£53.00

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Sweet

A traditional vintage cider left alone to ferment and mature, creating a more wild
and rustic cider, then sweetened back to medium.
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BAG IN BOX

CIDERS
COCKEYED CIDER CO. DEVON
BUSH PIG

ABV: 7.0% Appearance: Amber Taste: Medium

LYME BAY DEVON
EVENTIDE

£39.20

ABV: 5.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

This pale golden cider has a clean crisp bite, with a beautiful bittersweet finish.
Alongside the intense apple flavours there are notes of cloves, orange and dried
grass.

A cloudy, medium, strong cider. Hazy amber in colour, with a strong, satisfying
apple flavour.

CHAPEL ROCK
COCK BIRD

ABV: 5.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Sweet

£40.20

ABV: 7.4% Appearance: Clear Taste: Dry

£42.00

£42.35

This full strength, dry cider is crafted from a blend of traditional vintage
quality cider apples from the West Country. It is full of soft fruity aromas,
balanced with a fresh sweet character.

A clean and crisp, sweet, traditional cider made with traditional English cider apples.
Rich amber in colour, full and fruity in flavour.

HONEYDRIFT

£55.00

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Sweet

A refreshing cider with an appley crispness and a flavoursome honeyed
finish. The blend of apple and honey is delicately made to ensure a balance
and finesse.

ORCHARD PIG SOMERSET
EXPLORER

ABV: 4.5% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium

£43.30

MOLES SOMERSET

A bittersweet aroma and taste of cider country with a lingering ripe fruit
sweetness.

BLACK RAT CIDER

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium

PHILOSOPHER

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium

£50.40

Premium English cider. Unpasteurised, maintaining the apple’s full flavour,
fresh apple aroma, a smooth taste, a crisp clean finish with a bright and lightly
sparkling appearance.

£43.30

Traditional Somerset cider with a refreshing mix of citrus sharpness and
intense apple character.

BLACK RAT PERRY

ABV: 7.5% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium

£51.80

Traditional Somerset Perry, with a true pear aroma starts with a medium
sweet taste and is followed by a dry finish.

NAVELGAZER

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Dry

£43.30

Rich apple tannin aroma delivers Somerset cider taste, tropical notes and
a clean zesty finish.

HOGFATHER

ABV: 7.4% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium

MILLWHITES SOMERSET

£43.30

£50.40

This cider conjures up thoughts of long lazy days in the heat of the Spanish sun.
Aged in Rioja casks this cider is our driest offering, full of fruit flavour, with a warm
glow of red wine and hints of wood tannin.

MAVERICK

RUM CASK

£54.99

A delicious Ginger and Chilli cider for the more adventurous… real West
Country apples partnered with a taste of the exotic.
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ABV: 6.7% Appearance: Dark Taste: Dry

Traditional Somerset cider with a refreshing mix of citrus sharpness and
intense apple character.

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium
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RIOJA CASK

ABV: 7.5% Appearance: Dark Taste: Medium

£50.40

This cider, a favourite of his, is made from West Country cider apples and aged in
barrels from The Jamaican Rum Company. An award winning medium tipple which
is full of fruit flavour with a subtle rum finish.

T 01384 374050 E enquiries@thebrewerswholesale.co.uk www.thebrewerswholesale.co.uk
Allergy information for all products sold within this programme is available upon request.

BAG IN BOX

CIDERS
PURBECK DORSET
JOE’S SWEET

ABV: 4.5% Appearance: Clear Taste: Sweet

ASPALL SUFFOLK
£48.40

CYDERKYN

ABV: 3.8% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

Clean aroma of fresh green apples and toffee-apple. Light to medium in body,
slightly sweet with a dry finish, pleasantly astringent, providing excellent drinkability.

This cider is made up from a blend of fruity cider and crisp eating apples
giving you the fresh clean taste of the sweeter ciderlife.

DORSET DABINETT

ABV: 5.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£48.40

Full of fruity aromas and a rich balanced taste. Very few apples can take
on the daunting task of producing a good quality cider all by themselves,
but the Dabinett apple can hold its head high as being one of the few to
succeed in producing a fantastic single variety cider.

JOE’S DRY CIDER

ABV: 5.6% Appearance: Clear Taste: Dry

£45.80

WADDLE GOOSE BLUEBERRY £55.85
ABV: 3.8% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Sweet

A still cider, ideal as a refreshing aperitif. Clear dark pink in colour. Pronounced
aroma of ripe blueberries. Palate medium in body with marked blueberry flavour;
medium sweet with an attractive berry finish.

£48.40

This is the very first cider I produced. Giving you the dry refreshing taste
and velvety tones of cider made in the traditional way, best served ice
cold, after a hard days work or on one of those longingly wanted hot
summer days.

MUDDY SCAMP

£48.40

TWISTED CIDER DORSET

ABV: 6.9% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Dry

We’ve created our strongest cider to date. It has a well balanced flavour,
cloudy and still, like all great traditional farmhouse ciders.
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DEVIL’S LEAF

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£48.40

MISTY CIDER

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Cloudy Taste: Medium

twistedcider.com

£44.15

A smooth well balanced sweet cider with a strong apple flavour leaving a
slight astringent aftertaste for a satisfying finish.

MISTY
6% Abv.
Please Drink
Responsibly

Devil’s Leaf combines Purbeck’s premium cider infused with Nettles to
produce a cider that has a distinct flavour, fresh tasting and super smooth.
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THISTLY CROSS SCOTLAND
ORIGINAL

twistedcider.com

WILD
ORCHARD

£48.99

6% Abv.

WILD ORCHARD

£44.15

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Rich Tawny Taste: Medium

Double filtered, its rich colour draws you in and allows you to smell the
freshness contained within and the pleasant sweet apple taste.

Please Drink
Responsibly

ABV: 7.2% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Sweet

Scotland’s Original Cider is made with a blend of Scottish Heritage apples.
It is a refreshing, lightly sparkling cider with a slow fermentation and long
maturation to give a smooth complexion.
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twistedcider.com

WHISKY CASK

£49.99

DESERT
DRY

DESERT DRY

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Rich Ochre Taste: Dry

£44.15

Produced from a mixture of bittersharp and sharp cider apples for the
ultimate flavour.

6% Abv.

ABV: 6.9% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Dry

Please Drink
Responsibly

twistedcider.com

Medium Dry Cider
6% Abv.
Please Drink
Responsibly

STRAWBERRY CIDER £69.99
A premium fruit cider that has all the bittersweet natural flavours of soft
fruit: fresh, hand pressed strawberries with a little zing from the apples.

st

SUNSET

A blend of fresh root ginger, pressed on our apple press, infused in Thistly
to create a full bodied medium dry cider.

ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium Sweet
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ABV: 4.0% Appearance: Clear Taste: Medium

£59.99
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GINGER

D

Matured in ex Glenglassaugh casks for six months to nurture the natural
characteristics of the cider, this rarefied, medium dry cider develops, as you
might anticipate.

SUNSET

£44.15

ABV: 6.0% Appearance: Orange Taste: Medium Dry

Sunset is for the cider drinker who knows that the Original West Country
drink is just a bit too commanding and needs a kick from Sweet Coppin and
Michelin to take the edge off. Adding a minor sweetness to the cider this perfect
combination will give you all the flavours that all cider drinkers can enjoy.

ALSO
AVAILABLE

T 01384 374050 E enquiries@thebrewerswholesale.co.uk www.thebrewerswholesale.co.uk
Allergy information for all products sold within this programme is available upon request.
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FRUIT

WINES

75cl bottles £5.85 Also available in 20 litre bag in box by request
Flavour

Alc % Vol

Character

Flavour

Alc % Vol

Character

Apricot
Birch**
Blackbeer & Raisin
Blackberry
Blackcurrant
Cherry
Cowslip
Cranberry
Damson
Elderberry
Elderflower**
Ginger
Gooseberry
Mead (Traditional)
Mead (West Country)

11.0%
11.0%
14.5%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
14.5%
11.0%
14.5%
14.5%

Medium Sweet
Dry
Sweet
Medium
Medium Sweet
Sweet
Off/Dry
Medium
Off/Dry
Off/Dry
Dry
Sweet
Off/Dry
Sweet
Medium

Mead (Garden)
Mead (Tournament)
Nettle
Peach
Plum
Quince
Raspberry
Rosehip
Sloe
Strawberry

11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%
11.0%

Medium Sweet
Sweet
Dry
Medium Sweet
Medium
Off/Dry
Medium
Off/Dry
Medium
Medium

FESTIVE TIPPLES 75cl bottles £5.85
Mulled Wine
Christmas Mead

10.0%
10.0%

Sweet
Sweet

** Seasonally Available

See our website for additional products, promotions and our delivery areas.

COMING NEXT MONTH...

For Sales & Enquiries: T 01384 374050 E enquiries@thebrewerswholesale.co.uk
For full terms & conditions see our website www.thebrewerswholesale.co.uk

